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Rex

Please colour me in

Toy Story Quiz
Did you watch the film?
Fantastic! You’re ready to take part in our quiz all about the plot or storyline of the film!

Fill in your answers below. You can write or type, draw or ask someone to
fill in your answers.
To infinity and beyond!
No.
1

Question
What celebration is everyone
preparing for at the beginning
of the film?

2

Why does this celebration
make the toys worried?

3

Where was Buzz Lightyear on
his way to when his spaceship
crashed?

4

What does Sid want to blow
up?

5

What colour are the threeeyed aliens?

6

How does buzz find out that he
is really a toy?

7

Who does Sid attach to the
rocket?

8

Who saves Buzz and Woody in
the end?

9

How do they light the fuse on
the rocket?

10

What does Andy get for
Christmas?

Your answer

Here’s three different songs from theToy
Story movies, have a listen (headphones are
best!)

You’ve got a friend me
https://youtu.be/EcXURC_nNhc
When she loved me
https://youtu.be/A3qBbLyRixg
We belong together
https://youtu.be/dr9nRWPzKRo

Use this box to share your thoughts on your favourite song.
This can be writing or a picture

Music keywords

Tempo – the speed of the
music

Dynamics – the level of the
music eg soft or loud

Major – happy sounding

Minor – sad sounding

How did the song make you
feel?

Was the song happy?

Was the song sad?

Did the song have a message?

Character Journeys
Through a play, story or a film, the characters go on what we call a journey or
a story arc.
This means that their views or feelings might change about something. They
also might learn new things, challenge themselves or try new things.
Usually we (the audience) can understand their reasons for their choices –
their motivation.

Woody goes through his own journey or arc – lets follow it.

Fill in the spaces to follow Woody’s arc

At the start of the film Woody wants to always be Andy’s _________________
toy. He doesn’t want to give up his space on Andy’s ________ as he feels safe
here and knows what is happening. He also likes to be in charge of
____________ that the toys have where they discuss plans. Woody like to calm
everyone else down and come up with ____________.

When Buzz arrives the other toys are impressed. However Woody feels
_____________________. When he tries to hide Buzz behind the curtains
this plan falls apart and Buzz falls out of the window. The other toys
_______________ Woody and he feels _________________________.

In Sids clutches Buzz compliments Woody on not giving away any
information. Woody begins to see that they must work _____________ to
escape from Sid. When Buzz discovers that he really is a toy Woody realises
that Buzz is _______________.

Woody realises that fighting Sid’s toys isn’t working or the right thing to do
because __________________________________________. This gives him the

courage to support Buzz and teaches him that even though something or
someone might look a bit different or may not be able to talk, it doesn’t mean
that they are ______________.

Even though it is scary Woody puts himself in danger to help out Buzz
because ____________. Buzz in turn helps Woody and their relationship
changes as trust grows between them.

The other toys still think that Woody wants to get rid of Buzz and even think
that he hurts another toy. Woody feels ______________ when his friends
don’t believe that he wants to help Buzz. They realise that he does want to
help and the whole group work together.

At the end of the film Woody, Buzz and all of the other toys are ___________
and Woody has learnt that there is room for _______________________.

You got a _________________ in me!

Imagine that you are a toy.

What sort of toy are you?

Do you have a name?

Where do you live?

Now imagine that you come to life at night and when
your owner is out. What adventures do you go on?

Write or draw about your adventures in the space below

